Preface

Socrates was executed for atheism in Athens, and other ancient philosophers
such as Theophrastus and even Aristotle were confronted by the same possibility. Several centuries later many libraries seem to have been destroyed
by fire in order to eradicate all texts suggestive of secular philosophy, and
still later medieval Christian scribes and scholars resorted to textual censorship with comparable results. Such extremes have of course been abandoned
since the Renaissance, but modem classical scholarship has effectively sustained this dubious effort by ignoring or deemphasizing the materialist perspective of ancient secularists such as Democritus, Strato, Cameades and
even Aristotle despite ample textual evidence to the contrary.
At the tum of the twentieth century, the eminent classicist John Burnet
went so far as to explain that the primary achievement of early Greek philosophers consisted of "the faith that reality is divine" in the shared "effort to
satisfy what we call the religious instinct." 1 In effect he proposed that ancient
Greek philosophy served as an early version of religion dedicated to the
concept of existence as a product of one or more gods. The no less eminent
scholar, W.K.C. Guthrie, apparently shared this assumption as suggested by
his reluctance to acknowledge secular analysis. His five-volume set, A History of Greek Philosophy, provides an outstanding historical analysis of ancient
classical philosophy, but his convictions as a lay minister at his college
chapel may have biased his analysis more than he realized. This tendency
seems likely, for example, when he suggested the possibility of shared ambivalence toward religious belief by both of the pre-Socratic philosophers,
Parmenides and Melissus:
Against those who speak of mysticism and proofs of the existence of God, it is
necessary to point out that, even if Parmenides and Melissus retained, almost
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automatically, this legacy from earlier thought, their remains show that it was
of little importance to them. 2

In simpler terms, religion was presumably retained by both philosophers
at least as common assumptions otherwise of little importance later in their
lives. Guthrie could obscure the religious disbelief of Melissus, as indicated
in a passage quoted by Diogenes Laertius in Lives ofEminent Philosophers:
Moreover, he [Melissus] said that we ought not to make any statements about
the gods, for it was impossible to have knowledge ofthem." 3

This was a succinct admission of agnosticism--if not atheism--and in fact
it anticipated the viewpoint of modem logical positivists including Bertrand
Russell, Guthrie's colleague at Cambridge.
In contrast, Theodor Gomperz, the eminent Austrian classicist who lived
at the same time as Burnet seems to have suggested the likelihood of Melissus' impiety when he accused him of an inexcusable transgression, but without going so far as to identify it:
Grave fallacies must be laid to his charge, but there is not the least ground to
impute to him any deliberate imposture or any deception save the deception of
himself. 4

Grave fallacies indeed! One can only suppose that Melissus' refusal to
concede the necessary existence of gods was considered so extreme that it
had to be ignored except as an unspeakable transgression. Unfortunately,
however, this avoidance that Gomperz shared with Burnet and Guthrie
served to obscure the pivotal significance ofMelissus' primary assumptionthe recognition that the combination of spatial and temporal infinitude, the
latter as already suggested by Parmenides, seems to eliminate the likelihood
of transcendental godhead. Of necessity a functional god along with the
promise of an afterlife could only be possible as co-extensive portions of
material existence in its entirety. Melissus accordingly declared an assumption implicit in ancient Greek philosophy from its very beginning, and in
doing so he bridged the gap from Parmenides' holistic perspective asserted
by classical goddesses at least for literary effect to the outspoken atheism of
Democritus, Protagoras, and an assortment of Athenian Sophists, followed
by Aristotle and still later by Strato, Cameades and even Cicero. Unfortunately, modem ignorance of this predominant secular assumption throughout
ancient Greek philosophy obscures an important historic linkage between
what might seem two separate periods in the history of ancient Greek philosophy-pre-Socratic secular philosophy and Aristotelian cosmology that turns
out to have been equally secular once submitted to close examination.
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In fact careful analysis of early Greek philosophical texts discloses that
pre-Socratic philosophers were almost unanimous in their disdain for both
Homeric polytheism and the cult worship of later years. Today their arguments continue to be ignored or willfully misinterpreted precisely because
they explain the physical universe on a materialist basis at odds with Platonism and modem Christianity. Even prominent modem secular philosophers
have more or less shared this perspective as illustrated by Bertrand Russell's
qualified praise of Aristotle's theoretical contribution in his standard history
ofwestem philosophy. More recently, Tim Whitmarsh maintains in Battling
the Gods: Atheism in the Ancient World, a text for the most part supportive of
ancient freethought, that ancient material philosophers lacked a genuine tradition of their own despite their interesting lives and opinions. But not true.
Except for the Platonists and Neoplatonists, ancient Greek philosophers more
or less shared Melissus' rejection of the orthodox god concept, and in fact
their version of materialism was surprisingly in accord with the most advanced findings of modem science. This is why it seems useful to reconstruct
their shared perspective by integrating on a holistic basis their few texts and
fragments that still exist despite the library fires , medieval censorship, and
modem scholarship devoted to its misinterpretation.

I.
My reconstruction of ancient disbelief begins as a summary of the roughly
fifteen major pre-Socratic natural philosophers who sought to explain a physical universe devoid of supernatural intervention. The second chapter thereupon features the Age of Pericles, when Platonism took root as a reaction
against Athenian Sophists who promoted uncompromising doubt regarding
all matters, including religion. The text also takes into account Protagoras '
secular achievement as a skeptic, and then summarizes Plato 's effort to renew the god concept based on a theory of ideal forms earlier suggested by
Anaxagoras. The next two chapters document how Aristotle's effort to formulate a cosmology in the probable sequence of his texts from Physics and
Metaphysics to De Caelo, Generation and Corruption, and finally De Anima
effectively unified and consolidated pre-Socratic secular assumptions based
on the likelihood that the universe consists of mass in infinite cyclical motion. Pious references to monotheistic godhood are conceded now and again
throughout Aristotle's argument, but most are identified as obvious interpolations by medieval scribes. 5
The fifth chapter discusses Theophrastus and Strato as Aristotle's two
principal successors at the Lyceum. Theophrastus' primer on metaphysics-all that remains of his ample scholarship on cosmology--is discussed as a
summary of Aristotle's assumptions that set the stage for Strato's more stri-
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dent atheistic approach. Also taken into account are Strato's invention of
experimental science and his unsuccessful use of a primitive vacuum jar to
reconcile Democritus' atomism with Aristotle's concept of spatial continuity.
Apparently this is the first scientific experiment on record, and despite its
unavoidable failure it seems to have inspired Bacon's later dependence on
experimentation that is now generally considered to have initiated modem
science. As suggested in greater detail (and for the first time), Bacon himself
very likely suggested his debt to Strato in his Preface to Novum Organum
without specifically identifying him by name.
In the sixth chapter, the shared version of natural philosophy proposed by
Epicurus and Lucretius is shown to provide what amounts to an alternative
version of materialism that featured Democritus' assumptions rather than
those of Aristotle. In my seventh chapter, Academic Skepticism is explored
pertaining to both Arcesilaus' emphasis on common sense and Cameades'
more rigorous emphasis on probability as well as his strident misuse of
Aristotelian logic to reduce orthodox religious assumptions to absurdity. All
evidence of these atheistic arguments was later destroyed except for several
passages quoted by Sextus Empiricus, who undoubtedly refrained from admitting their authorship by Cameades in order to guarantee publication and/
or to avoid prosecution.
The eighth chapter examines Cicero's sophisticated comparison among
these various approaches and their comparative validity. In his final remarks
that have been either overlooked or misinterpreted, he expresses his willingness to modify Cameades' version of skepticism in light of Aristotelian
assumptions as formulated by his former tutor Posidonius. In effect his perspective was both skeptical and Aristotelian, a combination that anticipated
modem secular philosophy. Finally, the Epilogue provides an abbreviated
history of western civilization's loss and recovery of secularism since the
Roman Empire.
Altogether as many as two dozen ancient philosophers are interpreted in
light of their shared commitment to a secular explanation of the universe.
The skeptics are shown to include Protagoras, Aenisidemus, Arcesilaus, and
Cicero, while outspoken atheists include Anaximander, Democritus, Strato,
Cameades, and Lucretius. A mixed viewpoint can be attributed to Xenophanes, Heraclitus, and Anaxagoras, and natural philosophers with obvious
atheistic tendencies include Theophrastus, Epicurus, and especially Aristotle
during his thirteen years at the Lyceum in Athens. Aristotle's cosmology is
conceded to be obscure in at least a few contexts, but, as I try to demonstrate,
its cumulative analysis compels a strictly secular explanation once understood based on his theoretical advance from Physics and Metaphysics to his
later texts in their obvious combination, De Caelo, On Generation and Corruption, and De Anima.
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II.
I myself am not a professional classicist versed in Greek and Latin, but
instead a retired English professor who spent several years teaching lecture
courses about the literary history of western civilization. My syllabus included Gilgamesh followed by a quick unit upon Greek genius that featured
Homer, Greek tragedy, and Plato's "Allegory of the Cave" before my analysis advanced to the Bible, Shakespeare, and various modern authors. Totally
omitted from my lectures was Greece's remarkable assortment of secular
thinkers. This was partly because their textual record is necessarily scattered,
but also because I did not recognize its central importance relevant to the
history of western civilization.
On the other hand, my graduate seminars in literary criticism featured
literary deception as "substitutive enhancement" much as explained in my
book, Negative Poetics dealing with the pursuit of pleasant alternatives-the
testament of love as opposed to indifference, the vision of evil as opposed to
severe misbehavior, etc. Later I applied this veridical methodology to both
literary and non-literary texts, whether by Kant, Shakespeare, or the original
authorship of American constitutional law. The archaeology I am proposing
here brings this analysis into play once again, this time as an antidote to the
reluctance of modern classical scholarship to accept pre-Socratic secular assumptions that culminated with Aristotle's impressive version of materialism. In effect my task has been to disclose Greek philosophy's remarkable
theoretical achievement as the primary source of modern secularism.
As for the title of this book, it speaks for itself. Just as the field of
archaeology features the recovery of prehistoric artifacts that bear religious
implications, my effort is to perform essentially the same service relevant to
ancient disbelief. Just as shards of pottery and occasional temple ruins exemplify the findings of archaeology, the task of this book features the analysis
of scattered philosophical fragments additional to the only available complete texts by three ancient secularists--Aristotle, Lucretius, and Cicero. In
combination, these provide sufficient evidence toward a systematic understanding of a thriving secular tradition a couple thousand years ago.

